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Abstract: - Over the past five years, a huge influx of visual data has arisen within the realm of computing.
Consequently, it is evident that a means of automatically indexing this visual information on the basis of
content is required.  This paper discusses a component of an image retrieval system with the ability to
automatically locate and classify an image’s constituent shapes. The images employed are pre-processed, and
pre-segmented and analysis is performed on component regions which are separated using color.  Shape
analysis is performed via invariant moments and the subjectivity of shape classification is taken into account
using data obtained from human testing. The subjective data is used to generate a predetermined set of
classification thresholds for various simple shapes of which 84% were successfully classified.
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1  Introduction
The existence of computer networks as widely
encompassing as the Internet have resulted in a
massive proliferation of digital  information.  Due to
the recent legal actions taken to combat flagrant
copyright infringement, digital audio has garnered a
great deal of media attention, but there are many
facets to the problem of the uncontrolled growth of
digital information.  Along more specific lines,
visual data has taken a similar route as digital audio.
The increase in affordability of digital video and still
image products has enabled consumers do store their
memories on hard disks rather than as photographs.
Consequently, there exists a need for easy browsing
and searching of all of this visual data as well as
effective means whereby which it can be retrieved.
Content-based retrieval can indeed be performed
and many commercial and academic systems exist
[1,2,3] which prove effective to this end. Yet, there
remains a interface gap between user and database
which needs to be  sealed.The huge challenge of
adequately modeling a human's subjectivity and
perception of visual information is the major source
of this problem.  As a result, the creation of content-
based image retrieval systems which are able to
incorporate human factors are very difficult to
realize. These human factors are not limited to
shape, but apply equally to the elements of color and
texture perception.
Rather than target the problem of finding constituent
shapes in an image being processed for indexing,
this paper aims to address the problem of classifying
those shapes while taking into consideration human
perception.  Specifically, this classification scheme
is a piece of a larger Content-Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR) system, and is intimately linked to shape-
based queries in large video archives and image
databases. Furthermore, this document discusses the
application of basic geometric measures focusing on
invariant moments methods for shape extraction for
content-based image retrieval.  A brief outline of
invariant moments will be presented in Section 2
and perceptual considerations and human factors
related to this research are provided in Section 3.
Results and comments on implementation are given
in Section 4 with conclusions and closing arguments
in Section 5.
2   Shape Description
In general it is not an easy problem to determine
which method of shape representation is best suited
in providing a means to identify various similar
shapes.  Various investigations have been done to
assess a number of these techniques and evaluate
their quality with respect to human perception.
Among other conclusions, [8] explains that for
similarity matching of shapes, bothmoment and turning angle approaches are very
apropos since they closely matching human
perception.  Using this rationale, the choice was
made to use invariant moments as a  simple and
effective means of shape identification while still
taking into account human perceptual factors. Hu
first presented his invariant moments in [4].  In this
paper, the original explanation was given of the
seven values which provide a shape representation
invariant to affine tranformation .  This property of
invariance to affine transformation is fundamental to
shape description since it ensures that the
description of the object at hand does not change
even when the object is rotated, scaled or translated.
Although these moments have more recently been
proven not strictly independent of each other [5], as
mentioned previously, they provide a very
straightforward means for performing shape
discrimination and moreover exhibit behavior which
matches human shape perception. Whenever
invariant-moment techniques are used, additional
care must be exercised [7] and the reasons for this
are as follows.  First, it is important to note that the
calculation of invariant moments does not guarantee
similar shapes from similar moments, even though
similar shapes do provide similar moment values.
In addition, slight differences in moment values also
arise due to the fact that constituent pixels of digital
shapes become modified under rotation.  This results
in minute differences in moment values, but for all
intents and purposes, these effects are usually
negligible [6].
2  Perceptual Considerations
2.1 Human Shape Perception
Since the end-user of any CBIR system is a human,
it is important for the system to be able to take into
consideration the subjective factors associated with
human perception.  A subjective survey aimed at
providing a model for how different people classify
simple shapes was created in order to try to model
this perception. In this questionnaire, different
shapes were slowly changed to look more like
others, creating morph series.  This situation is
illustrated in Figure 1 where an ellipse is
incrementally changed to look more and more like a
square.  All of the participants were instructed to
specify which of the two extremes each shape within
the morph series belonged to. Using this approach, a
threshold was determined which indicated the
point(s) where each of the morphed shapes ceased to
look like the extremes and began to look like the
other extreme (for example, in Figure 1,  each
participant indicated which of the elements of the
morph series looked like squares, which looked like
ellipses, and which were abstract).
A total of 200 subjective questionnaires were
administered to voluntary participants aged 20 to 25.
The shape classes investigated included basic
geometric shapes such as: rectangles, squares
triangles, etc.  All shapes were morphed into all
others.  Following this, invariant moments analysis
was then applied to the boundary (threshold) points.
Figure 1–Shape morph of an ellipse to a square (10 step progression).
MORPHIGS
Figure 2–Parsing of a color image into constituent shapes.2.1  Perceptual Color Similarity
As mentioned, pre-segmented images were
employed for performing shape analysis.
Constituent shapes were first separated from each
other based on color and then each color layer was
subsequently parsed to obtain independent objects
that could be processed using invariant moments.
This process is outlined in Figure 2.
A vector-based approach was used to incorporate
color information into the indexing scheme.  In
comparing a particular query color with the index
information, similarity was obtained using a
perceptually-tuned measure  [9].  Similarity based
on color was calculated using the expression in
Equation 1.  In this equation, there exist two
elements; an angular and a magnitude component
which work together to provide an overall similarity
value S between vectors i and j.
Previous work [9] has shown this approach to be
extremely robust in light of gamma nonlinearities
and despite it not qualifying as a metric, it still has
proven to outperform others which are (e.g.
Canberra, Minkowski [10]).
4   Implementation Issues
The subjective data collected from the
questionnaires described in Section 2 were
employed to set moment thresholds that would
determine the classification of candidate objects.
Constituent objects were categorized  into a shape
classes based on the first two moments alone.  As
mentioned previously, higher order moments exhibit
instability and (although valid) are not easily
applied.  Thus, data from only the first two moments
were used in the classification. Coding was done
using C++, while DB2 was employed for storing
data and easy access via SQL. Due to the fact that
queries based exclusively on color have already
been explored, the queries were performed that are
discussed here were strictly based on shape (e.g.
query-by-shape class, and query-by-example), shape
location and combinations. Queries based on
location were performed according to shape
centroids where binary decisions were made
according to whether a particular shape's centroid if
fell within a region having dimensions equal to half
the bounding rectangle size centered.  This decision
process is illustrated in Figure 3.
5   Results
Approximately 16% of all shapes were classified by
the system as abstract.  This translates to a
successful placement rate of 84% through
classification via the described system using
perceptually tuned shape class thresholds
The cases in Figures 4 (a) and (b) depict one of the
two cases where the system repeatedly misclassified
shapes.  Here, shapes that subjective test data
described as abstract were labeled as elliptical by the
system. The two shapes shown are somewhat of a
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Figure 3–Location query search area based on
shape centroid.
(a) (b)
Figure 4–Discrepancy in ellipse-square morphs.
(a) (b)
Figure 5–Discrepancy with triangles & abstracts.combination of both rectangle and ellipse. The
threshold for the first moment of the ellipse class
was very difficult to choose and a consequence of
correcting the aforementioned discrepancy was that
some true ellipses would be improperly classified as
abstracts. This deemed preferable over having some
actual ellipses classified as abstracts.  In addition,
due to the fact that the shapes in Figures 5 (a) and
(b) had moments very close to those of triangular
shapes, they were misclassified.  This was not what
was hoped for since the results of the subjective
questionnaire concluded that most of the participants
have perceived those shapes as  abstract.
Consequently, attempts were made to tighten the
threshold on the triangle class to alleviate this
problem.  This, however, proved to be too difficult
to perform by simple adjustment of thresholds since
the resulting often led to true triangles being
eliminated from the triangle class and identified
either as abstract or as completely different shapes.
This fact further illustrates the drawback of using
invariant moments for shape recognition in that
similar moments do not guarantee similar shapes.
As a further illustration of this point, Figures 6 (a)
and (b) which respectively show the original and
segmented versions of one of the database images
achieved adequate classification of rectangular
shapes, yet the black, semi-circular area in the
window was  misclassified as triangular.  These
results are depicted in Figures 7 (a) and (b).
6  Conclusions
As seen from the results, where an 84% successfully
placement rate was achieved, it can be concluded
that the use of invariant moments for mathematical
shape representation is very effective.  It is
noteworthy that in this treatment, only the first two
moments were used in differentiating between
different shapes. Perceptual data acquired from a
subjective questionnaire was employed to create
thresholds on the first two moments and thereby
model the subjectivity associated with human shape
perception. The advantage of moments over other
techniques arises from the very straightforward
implementation as well as their insensitivity to scale,
rotation and translation ( affine transformation).
These benefits however do not come without
drawbacks.  One of the weaknesses using this
technique stems from the similar moments do not
guarantee similar shapes (although similar shapes
guarantee similar moments). This was apparent in
the classification of ellipses which have moments
close to those of triangles.
In order to correct the inconsistent classifications
between the system and the subjective test data,
threshold values were varied.  This process of
Figure 6 – Sample original database image with color segmented result.
(a) (b)
Figure 7–Correctly classified rectangular
regions (a) and the misclassified semicircle (b).
(b) (a)‘tweaking’ values, however, was difficult to perfect
and a tradeoff had to be made between the
importance of true shapes between false
classifications and misclassifications based on what
was more important to the designers.
In order to make sure that only the perceptually-
tuned invariant moment thresholds were being
investigated, no other shape description scheme was
incorporated into the system (i.e. no combined
queries using multiple shape descriptors). This is to
be expected, but it is important to state a
supplementary representation could be used in
tandem with the perceptual invariant moment
approach method for shape similarity comparison.
If chosen wisely, a secondary method could correct
the difficulty associated with improperly identifying
ellipses that was discussed previously. In accord
with the properties of invariant moments, this
additional descriptor would unquestionably need  to
exhibit invariance to affine transformation.  Yet, it
could at the same time specifically tuned to target
the distinct problem areas associated with the
moment technique.  A simple possible choice is the
compactness descriptor, which is minimal for disk
shaped regions. Preliminary testing has suggested
that implementation of this measure would eliminate
the ambiguity in distinguishing ellipses from
squares.
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